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NEW QUESTION: 1
When creating a policy-driven trace, which CPL property
specifies the name of the policy trace file into which matching
transactions are traced?

A. trace.request()
B. trace.destination()
C. trace.rules()
D. None of the above
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: https://bto.bluecoat.com/doc/16293 (page 406)

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Dean of the Business school has a dashboard that display
the application yield by program, geographic distribution of
applicants, and recruitment pipeline. The Dean wants the same
reports for program directors.
Sharing settings have been configured so program directors can
only see recruitment and application information for their own
program.
How can the consultant meet the business requirement?
A. Set View Dashboard As to the dean and share it with program
directors.
B. Check the Let Dashboard Viewers Choose Whom They View the
Dashboard As on the Dean's dashboard.
C. Set View Dashboard As to the dashboard viewer and share it
with program directors.
D. Add a dashboard filter to the Dean's dashboard and save it
to All Folders.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The small hive beetle, Aethina tumida (Order Caleoptera; Family
Nitidulidae), was first discovered in
Florida in June of 1998 and has now been found in six other
states, George, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Minnesota. To date, the
beetle has not been found in Virginia, but the
movement of migratory beekeepers from Florida may have
transported the beetle to other states. Recent
finding also indicate transport of the beetles in packages. The
small hive beetle can be a destructive pest
of honey bee colonies, causing damage to comp, stored honey,
and pollen. If a beetle infestation is
sufficiently heavy, they may cause bees to abandon their hive.
The beetles can also be a pest of stored
combs and honey (in the comb) awaiting extraction. Beetle
larvae may tunnel through combs of honey,
causing discoloration and fermentation of honey.
This passage was most likely written to
A. help customers understand how difficult it is to raise
commercial honey

B. spark a federal bailout of the industry
C. inform beekeepers about a menace that may be contaminating
their hives
D. convince the Pure Food and Drug Administration to take the
problem more seriously
E. warn consumers that the price of honey is likely to raise
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The technical details and scientific tone suggest that the
passage was written to inform beekeepers about
a menace that may be contaminating their hives. Choices C, D,
and E would have a more passionate,
fiery tone; choice A would be a complaint.
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